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Continues page 2-5  

HOW TO SEND A STRONG MESSAGE TO WILMAR 

 SAY NO TO WILMAR petition click here > 

 SAY NO TO WILMAR on facebook click here > 

 SAY NO TO WILMAR handle for twitter #saynotowilmar 

 What it means for growers more information click here > 

Burdekin cane growers condemn Wilmar’s 

decision to exit QSL 

“We are not without choice or passion, this fight needs 

to build up momentum, each and every grower need to 

be making a stand and letting the media, the 

government and most importantly Wilmar know that 

growers are pretty cranky.” 

Paul Schembri, CANEGROWERS Chairman 

On Thursday morning close to 100 concerned attendees attended the Canegrowers session to gain an understanding of how the 

Wilmar NO CHOICE proposal would impact their business. 

At the end of the meeting the following motion was approved unanimously: 

“That Growers condemn Wilmar’s unilateral decision to withdraw from QSL and thus deny growers of their 

rights.  Growers want a genuine commercial relationship that provides transparency and a real say in the 

marketing of their (Grower Economic Interest) sugar.  Growers must be able to sell their sugar through QSL.” 

This exact motion had previously also been approved unanimously by growers at each of the Wilmar regions including Herbert 

River, Plane Creek and Proserpine. 

Meeting presenters included QSL CEO Greg Beashel and CANEGROWERS Qld Paul Schembri Chair, Brendan Stewart CEO 

and Warren Males Head Economist. 

Paul Schembri was first to present stating that growers feel powerless but we are only powerless if we choice to be.  Growers 

hold the key and growers are not without voice in this important matter.   

Wilmar may have paid $2b for Sucrogen but growers have around $6b in capital at risk.  Growers are putting about $600 to 

$700m in the ground at risk every season.  Growers need to have a say. 

http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/saynotowilmar
http://www.facebook.com/saynotowilmar
http://tagboard.com/saynotowilmar
http://www.canegrowers.com.au/page/Industry_Centre/advocacy/wilmar-proposal-caution/
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CANEGROWERS have condemned the proposal very strongly as it does not allow Growers, who have a huge capital risk, to 

have a say. 

Wilmar came to Australia 3 to 4 years ago saying they want to be a friend to growers.  They came and made certain 

commitments to growers these commitments included that they would not take actions that were prejudicial to QSL. 

If they are a friend to growers why in such an important decision has there been no consultation with growers.  Growers have to 

be suspicious as to what their motivation really is. 

Growers interests lay within the QSL umbrella.  Growers take a lot of risk ($600 to $700m pa) in getting their cane to the mill and 

converted to sugar.  Growers need to ensure they get best return with no one taking a clip of that.   QSL charter is to maximise 

the returns to the sugar industry.  At 30 June all of QSL’s the bank balances go back to zero, at the end of each year every $ that 

is made net goes back to the industry. 

Growers should be very proud of QSL, this single marketing desk was an Australian innovation.  100 years ago growers would 

ride up to the mill and negotiate the best price they could for their cane.  This meant that growers were competing against each 

other for the best price.  Growers said they wanted better than this and single desk marketing was developed. It works well 

because it services the needs of growers.   

Do not doubt if Wilmar gets its way and destroys the Australian marketing arrangements we will be back to competing against our 

fellow Australian cane farmers.  Competition in the Australian market will hurt and guess who will suffer the losses ...the growers.  

The competition for the Australian sugar industry is not against our own growers,  our battle is off shore.  Why would we want to 

compete against each other? 

Growers should not take what they have in QSL for granted.  Paul spoke about his experiences from traveling around the world 

representing growers on the international market, it has been made clear to him that we are the envy of the world.  The Brazilians 

would cut their arms off to have a single desk marketing.  All our competitors envy what we have.  Paul finds it appalling that an 

overseas company would put at risk our long term Australian marketing arrangements. 

The heart of the issue is basically Wilmar have engaged in a snatch and grad raid on 2m tonnes of sugar.  They have ignored 

growers interest and rights to their roughly 2/3rds of the raw sugar.  If the sugar remains within QSL it gives growers the best 

opportunity to confirm growers’ economic interest in the sugar. If the Wilmar proposal goes ahead forget growers ever achieving 

the right to their economic interest. 

Paul stressed to all attendees that they cannot leave this to others.  All growers need to stand united stand shoulder to shoulder.  

Only this way will Wilmar come back to the industry table. 

Paul gave the very recent raw example of what happens when growers are apathetic and leave it to others with last week’s 

Ravensdown announcement to quit the Australian market.  The hard fact is that only 37% of growers supported Ravensdown, 

whilst 63% did not.   

Greg Beashel, CEO of QSL then spoke about the implications for QSL. For Greg’s presentation 

click here. 

Greg started his session by saying that his main concern is not for QSL as a company but 

he is concerned for the growers who supply Wilmar mills.  Greg advised “My aim here 

today was to make sure growers understand the facts about what is happening and to 

put QSL’s perspective around those facts.  QSL has been set up by the industry for the 

industry and its only motivation is to maximise returns for growers and millers alike. 

QSL has a good business proposition for the  non-Wilmar millers and growers.   

“We worry about what’s going to happen to the growers who supply Wilmar.” 

QSL was surprised that they provided notice when the feedback QSL has received is that 

growers overwhelmingly reject Wilmar’s proposed marketing arrangement.  

Burdekin cane growers condemn Wilmar’s 

decision to exit QSL continued 

QSL Purpose is   

“To serve the interests of 

Growers and Millers for the 

long term prosperity of the Qld 

sugar industry.”    

 

QSL Goal is “To create 

prosperity for you by 

maximising the pool price.  

QSL maintain a history of 

delivering solid returns.” 

http://files.canegrowers.com.au/Burdekin/canenewslinks/CANEGROWERS%20regional%20meetings_QSL%20Update_22.05.14.pdf
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Burdekin cane growers condemn Wilmar’s 

decision to exit QSL continued 

 Wilmar have said however that they have consulted and have not heard anything that is enough to stop. 

Wilmar are saying pricing is all about the ICE 11 and growers should trust them as they are big and better than QSL and they will 

provide a better price than QSL. Wilmar saying will start an ICE11 pool and growers will get a better price due to this.  Greg’s 

question is why they have not been doing this already?  If Wilmar want to run an ICE11 pool they could do it now?   

Greg then provided some feedback on what the international have 

been saying. They have told QSL they like the fact QSL is a 

producer and seller and not a trader.  QSL is one of the few left.  

This means QSL has a great niche.  They can make sugar to the 

specific request of the international customers.  QSL is able to 

provide customers with a product that meets their specific needs 

and deliver this on-time and in-full when the customer wants it.  

Wilmar is saying that the Joint marketing Company (JMC) will be 

a better trader than QSL and they will make more money than 

QSL and they will give it back to growers.  However, where is the 

evidence? QSL has a long track record of obtaining results and 

generating returns above the market benchmark. QSL gives all 

the value it generates back to industry.  The Wilmar proposal is 

that only 50% of arbitrage profits will go back to JMC.  

Wilmar may feel that QSL has been unreasonable to Wilmar but 

growers feel QSL has been too reasonable.  

QSL will hold the line....the firm position ...Growers Economic Interest does exist...will not allow anything different to happen 

unless millers and growers agree. 

Wilmar are saying that it is in their best interest to get the best price so therefore their proposal is the same as QSL.  But  JMC is 

outsourcing the trading  to Wilmar Sugar Trading (WST).  WST’s  objective is to make the most profit they can for WST ...it is not 

in the  interest of WST to pass more than they need to back to JMC.    

Wilmar is saying that the proposed model is more transparent than QSL.  Growers have understood this to mean that they will get 

all this information on costs and shipments.  But that is not what Wilmar are proposing.  What they are proposing is that monthly in 

arrears information will be reported to the JMC. This info will not be made public as other customers will get the info, this will result 

in a customer who has paid more for a delivery than another customer knowing they have paid more.  Plus sales contracts include 

confidentiality clauses. QSL is a fair and transparent model that provides 100% of profits back to growers and millers alike. 

Wilmar are saying they will be able to ship the sugar at a more cost effect price due to the fact that they 

own their own shipping company.  Greg advised that Wilmar is able to quote on QSL shipments but they 

have not been competitive.  

Greg stated QSL’s position is to maintain the position of honest broker.  Keep things to the facts.  Do 

not see that it is QSL’s role to try to tell growers what to do.  QSL is talking to other millers about their 

thoughts for the future.  Mackay Sugar has committed to stay with QSL.  The others are still making 

up their minds.  30 June is an important date. 

QSL is not closing the door to Wilmar should they choose to come back to the collaborative marketing 

system.  

Greg advised that QSL customers are very supportive of QSL and our producer-seller model. 

QSL and Canegrowers Burdekin recently hosting an on farm 
Japanese delegation. 

 

international 

customers are 

saying they like QSL 

because it is s 

producer - seller. 

#saynotowilmar 
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Burdekin cane growers condemn Wilmar’s 

decision to exit QSL continued 
Next speaker was Warren Males, CANEGROWERS Head of Economics  

Warren provided the meeting with an overview of how QSL come about. (Click here 

for Warren’s presentation)  Saying that 100 years ago a Royal Commission was 

held to address the imbalance that was in place due to the mills having power over 

the growers.  The result of this royal commission was the initiation of the forefather 

of QSL.   

Warren then discussed the concept of Growers Economic Interest.  Warren 

advised that the very recent new version of the Raw Sugar Supply Agreement 

(RSSA) provided a definition of Grower Economic Interest Sugar.  This is the first 

time this term has been defined in any agreements.  The RSSA definition of 

Grower Economic Interest Sugar according to the RSSA means:  Raw Sugar for 

which Growers, excluding those Growers who are Related Bodies Corporate 

of a Supplier, bear the price exposure under the cane supply or other 

agreements between Supplier and Grower.  Note:  the RSSA is an agreement 

that is negotiated and agreed between each of the milling companies and QSL.  By 

Wilmar exiting QSL they will no longer be bound by this RSSA. 

Questions were asked around why Wilmar owns the sugar.  It was explained that all of the Cane Supply Agreements transfer title 

to Wilmar at the time the cane is delivered to a siding.  It was also explained that if Wilmar exits QSL the ability to have this 

clause altered to recognise growers rights and title to their share of the Grower Economic Interest sugar would be near 

impossible. 

CANEGROWERS Qld CEO, Brendan Stewart was next to speak. 

Brendan spoke of his experience as the Chair of the Australian Wheat Board and Chair of the Grains Council of Australia.  

Brendan advised that if you asked wheat growers today who is happy that the single desk is gone, 90% would say NO they are 

not happy and if asked why they are not happy the reasons 

they gave included: 

 lack of transparency; 

 lack of access to growers share of arbitrage opportunities;  

 loss of quality;  and  

 loss of market place.   

Brendan explained that prior to the grain industry losing 

access to a single desk marketer, Australia was known as the 

largest exporter of quality wheat and was able to offer 

international customers with a choice of varieties and quality.  

With the loss of the single marketing desk Australia lost this 

ability and is now just exporting five basic types. Australia is 

now seen as a bulk commodity wheat exporter and not as a  

specialist niche supplier of wheat. 

Tom Callow spoke passionately about the 
inequitable farming experiences of his grandfather 
and how when mill owner/operator of the time 
John Drysdale gave evidence to the 1919 Royal 
Commission and was  asked if he paid more to 
some growers he favoured than others for sugar 
cane he answered Yes.  

Extract from CSA:  

6.3  Risk and title 

a) Title and, subject to clause 6.2(a), risk in the Cane shall pass to Wilmar Sugar immediately upon delivery of the 

Cane to Wilmar Sugar at the Delivery Point.   

b) Cane will be deemed to be delivered to Wilmar Sugar when Bins filled with billeted Cane are delivered to the 

Delivery Point and accompanied by a correctly completed Consignment Note in readiness for cane railway 

transportation 

http://files.canegrowers.com.au/Burdekin/canenewslinks/CANEGROWERS%20Wilmars%20Decision%202014%20-%20Warren%20Males.pdf
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Burdekin cane growers Wilmar’s condemn 

decision to exit QSL continued 
Brendan advised there is a lot of similarities with what is happening now between sugar and wheat. 

Sugar has weathered the storm of de-regulation and QSL was a supporting leg of the table.   Wilmar’s actions will result in 

removing this supporting leg. 

The proposal Wilmar has placed on the table almost mirrors the wheat industry structure exactly ...in the wheat structure the 

marketing company was called the AWB Ltd.  The AWB Ltd played the same role as Wilmar are proposing Wilmar Sugar Trading 

Ltd will play ...but the big difference is that the constitution of the AWB Ltd required it to act in the best interests of all of the 

players whereas WST Ltd goal is to maximise the returns of the shareholders in WST Ltd. These shareholders do not include 

growers. 

Brendan also stressed that one of the largest issues in this whole proposal will be 

who controls and has access to the ports.  Sugar Terminals Ltd will end up being 

one of the most important assets that the industry owns and is a choke point. 

The meeting was then concluded with Paul Schembri returning to the podium. 

Paul stated that this is the most important time that we need to stand up and stand 

shoulder to shoulder.   Brendan has shared with growers how apathy destroyed 

the wheat industries single marketing desk and how wheat farmers now regret 

allowing this to happen.  If we do not fight we let it all go and we end up where we 

were back in the early 1900s we owe it to our forbearers. 

The following motion was then approved unanimously and with significant emotion. 

 “That Growers condemn Wilmar’s unilateral decision to withdraw from QSL and thus deny growers of their 

rights.  Growers want a genuine commercial relationship that provides transparency and a real say in the 

marketing of their (Grower Economic Interest) sugar.  Growers must be able to sell their sugar through QSL.” 

Wilmar Q1 net profit slides on sugar 

losses.  The link below gives an 

overview of Wilmar’s first quarter 

results released to market two 

weeks ago. 

 

http://www.reuters.com/

article/2014/05/08/wilmar-results-

idUSL3N0NU3P220140508?

Ravensdown Update 
Paul Schembri, CANEGROWERS Qld Chair provided a short update on Ravensdown to attendees at the Wilmar NO CHOICE 

meeting held in Home Hill on Thursday. 

Paul advised that when the Board held the final vote at 9pm last Wednesday night it was the worst night of Paul’s life.  

Paul stated he was gutted that Ravensdown are exiting Queensland as a lot of people worked hard to initially bring Ravensdown 

to Queensland and to build up the business. 

Last year Paul attended the NZ AGM, he advised the NZ  shareholders were very upset as,  due to the groups disappointing profit 

result,  it was the first time in the company’s 35 year history  that no rebate had been paid.  The NZ shareholders were very vocal 

that some of the Australian companies were not going well.  Following the NZ AGM there was a change of leadership within the 

company.  It was clear there was going to be a review of the Qld operations. 

Paul stressed how regretfully it was that the decision was taken and Ravensdown is exiting the Qld business.  But the reality is for 

the 5 years Ravensdown have been operating in Qld, only two years were profitable and three were not profitable.  Ravensdown 

have announced in a media statement that losses averaged over $600k per annum.  These losses were funded by foundation 

capital and NZ Ravensdown were no longer prepared to finance further losses. 

On the positive side for five years Ravensdown has introduced a different form of transparency and competition into the ferti liser 

market in Qld which has benefited growers. 

The facts are that not enough growers supported Ravensdown (only 37% of growers purchased fertiliser from Ravensdown).  If 

we had gotten to the target 100k tonnes it was a safe and certain proposition, but we did not get there. 

The Board of RFA are looking at what they do from here.  Do they sell the business as a going concern or break it up and sell the 

assets individually. 

Brendan Stewart (CEO CANEGROWERS) has already received communications from several companies wanting to talk about 

forming a partnership but any future opportunities will require a significant amount of capital behind them.   

CANEGROWERS is leaving no stone unturned to ensure that the rights of the growers who have equity in the business as RFA’s 

preferential shareholders are protected.  Nothing will happen overnight and members of CANEGROWERS will be kept informed. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/08/wilmar-results-idUSL3N0NU3P220140508?type=companyNews
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/08/wilmar-results-idUSL3N0NU3P220140508?type=companyNews
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/08/wilmar-results-idUSL3N0NU3P220140508?type=companyNews
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CANEGROWERS Meeting: 

Wilmar’s “NO CHOICE” Proposal 
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CHAIRS FOR HIRE 

 

 

CANEGROWERS Project and Training 

Centre 

$10 plus $0.50 per Chair  

Plus GST 

75 Available  

To book please phone  

4782 1922 

Completing Smartcane 

BMP can lead to a 

Diploma qualification 
CANEGROWERS Mackay has been conducting a successful 
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) program which over the 
last five year which has seen the awarding of Diploma in 
Agriculture qualification to 35 Mackay cane farmers.    

This program has now been imbedded in the Smartcane 
BMP program to provide growers with the opportunity to not 
only achieve industry best practice accreditation but also a 
nationally recognised qualification. 

To support RPL, CANEGROWERS has training funding 
available through the Strategic Investment Fund project with 
the Queensland Government.  This funding has been 
extended to September 2014 and a number of places are still 
available for Diploma of Agriculture through RPL. 

The Diploma of Agriculture is supported by evidence in the 
Smartcane BMP.   As you complete your farming practice 
self-assessment in each of the modules you will be 
automatically populating a document that maps your 
practices to relevant units of competency which make up a 
Diploma in Agriculture qualification.   

The evidence that you provide to achieve your Smartcane 
BMP accreditation can also be used as evidence to complete 
your Diploma qualification.     

This is a wonderful opportunity to gain maximum benefit from 
this industry initiative.  Not only will your practices be 
recognised by industry standards but a Diploma qualification 
will give you personally, national recognition that your 
practices are at Diploma or Business Managerial standard. 

Growers interested in this opportunity should contact Janice 
Nelson at CANEGROWERS Mackay and Deb Telford at 
CANEGROWERS Innisfail. 

Enter your cane in the 

Burdekin Show 
Growers are being encouraged to enter their sugar cane in the 

Burdekin Show cane section. 

The show will take place on Wednesday 25th June with various 

categories in the section.  These include 

 Longest stick 

 Heaviest stick 

 CCS 

 Best three sticks, and 

 Best collection of sticks 

Click here for an entry form with all the details.  Prizes up to the 

value of $160 up for grabs. 

Season to start 3rd June 
As reported in canenews previously, all four grower 
representatives including Canegrowers Burdekin, Invicta Cane 
Growers, Pioneer Cane Growers and Kalamia Cane Growers 
recommended at the season start consultation meeting last 
month with Wilmar, that this year’s crushing commence on 10th 
June. 

The 10th June was recommended by CBL as the district estimate 
is below expectations, the crop could do with more time to 
mature and growers stand to lose income through lower ccs of 
any start earlier than the recommended commencement of 10th 
June. 

At the meeting Wilmar stated that all Burdekin mills will be ready 
for a 3rd June commencement and that is their preferred start 
date. 

As there was no agreement at the meeting Wilmar said they 
would consider the matter further and discuss with management 
and confirm a start date later in the week. 

Wilmar  subsequently issued a notice the following week that all 
mills were preparing to start crushing on Tuesday 3rd June 
except for Invicta Mill which would start on 10th June. 

If there is any grower or contractor that may not be in a position 
to start harvesting on 3rd June they are advised to contact their 
relevant Wilmar mill area Logistics Officer. 

As always commencement is subject to the weather and field 
conditions.  

http://files.canegrowers.com.au/Burdekin/canenewslinks/SECTION%2004%20-%20Sugar%20Cane.pdf
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BBIFMAC Manager Report - May 2014 
This report covers period up to 16th May 2014. The focus of this report recounts activities relating to past, 
current and potential projects as well as workshops, seminars, meetings and other work related 
engagement activities. 

 
Energy Efficency Gains for Australian Irrigators (EEGAI Project). 

 With Gerry Mac Manus giving notice of his resignation, Eleisha was stepped up to ensure 

the Energy Efficicy Gains for Australian Irrigators project is meeting its obligations and is 
coping well with it. 

 Our next Tec Steering Committee meeting will be held soon to update the stakeholders 

as to the progress of the project. 

  We have had some considerable delay in gaining access to the Ergon power use data 

for the participating farmers; however this has recently been resolved. 

 Pump assessment training is continuing with several local agencies being represented.  
 

Sugar Cane Reef Water Quality Grants. 

 NQ Dry Tropics has again contracted BBIFMAC to assist in the rollout of the next round 

of Reef Rescue funds. The first round of assessments has been completed and thus far the interest in the water quality 
grants has been very good. Dennis, Julie and I work as a team to assist the applicants prepare a credible grant. The new NQ 
Dry Tropics senior sugarcane project officer David Olsen and the rest of the team have been very helpful in establishing a 
robust process for the WQ grants. 

 

Salvinia Weevil Breeding Project 

 Dennis is continuing to oversee this project working with only one school at present  

 NQ Dry Tropics community engagement officer Laura Dunstan has funded us to do a weevil release with appropriate 

signage and publicity and in collaboration with Burdekin Shire Council weed control staff.  
 

Carbon Farmers/Bio-char Activities/Projects. 

 The SRDC microbes Pot Trial has been harvested, ratooned and the second stage field trials at Aaron Ahern have been 

planted. The second field site at Scotty Harness’s in Clare will be established soon. 

 Diana O’Donald the NQ Dry Tropics soil health project officer is collaborating with us, adding resources to monitor more 

parameters than we previously were able to do.  
 

Water Quality Monitoring for the NQ Dry Tropics Landscape Resilience Project. 

 NQ Dry Tropics Peter Gibson and Kris Khaler are involved in the Landscape Resilience project and have contracted 

BBIFMAC to do some water quality monitoring on ten Burdekin farms. Dennis has enlisted the necessary ten farmers for the 
project and is routinely monitoring water samples collected. 

 

DERM/DSITIA  funded Nitrate Farmers Project. 

 The project is to be jointly funded by the NQTD and DERM now DSITIA project and we have signed up 8 farmers. 

 This project is now in its second year and will finish with the harvest of this crop. Dennis is collecting water quality samples 

from the farmers bores and generally overseeing the trails day to day operations. 

 Water quality samples, soil samples and plan analysis will add to the final yield data to assist us to understand the treatment 

effects if any. 
 

DERM/DSITIA funded WQ Adaptive Management Project. 

 The site is fully functioning and has picked up some good information from recent rainfall events. 

 Learnings from this project have already been incorporated into the water quality extension conducted by the BPS and 

Farmasist extension arms. 

 DERM funding runs out soon and we are optimistic that this great project will continue in some form into the future. 

 DAFF has funded us to purchase another TRIOS instrument and it is envisaged that it will be mounted on a trailer to be 

portable and used as opportunities present themselves. 
 

WRC Integrated Pest Management on Wetlands of National Significance. 

 BBIFMAC has partnered WRC in a project to manage pests (pests & weeds) in the wetlands. The aerial pig shoot has been 

delayed because of the weather conditions and the timing of funding availability. 
 

 BBIFMAC’s Environmental Monitoring Services.  

 Paddock to Reef Monitoring. Monitoring of the P2R site at Rossatto’s will continue under the funding support from CQU.  

 Catalyst Game Changer Monitoring. BBIFMAC has been contracted to monitor water quality from the Game Changer trial 

sites. This project will commence shortly after harvest starts.  

 Davco’s Lysimeters. We are tapering off monitoring the lysimeters at DAVCO’s and the instrument towers will soon be 

removed. 

  MAFIA. Providing secretariat support for the MAFIA group and assisting with their activity planning.  

  “Reef Catchments WQ Monitoring.  We have had preliminary discussions with Ryan Turner (DERM) who is considering 

contracting BBIFMAC for this wet season’s event monitoring.  

 UQ Microbe and Gas monitoring. BBIFMAC has been contracted to assist in a project by University of Queensland to 

monitor GHG in a trial at Dalbeg. 

 RWUE dewatering monitoring. BBIFMAC are contracted to instrument and service dewatering sites chosen to dewater the 

rising groundwater aquifer in the Mulgrave area. Parameters we will monitor are EC, volume and aquifer water level. 

 Nufarm Imidiclorid Trials. We have recently finished the monitoring of the imidiclorpid trials at Clare and Ingham. Nickolas 

Matthews is waiting lab results to finalize his report on the trial. 
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CANEGROWERS      
Burdekin Ltd  

Membership Fees 

For 2014/2015  

CBL  Administration Fee         21 cents 

CBL Water Perils Crop Comp.    2 cents 

CGU Fire Perils Crop Comp.    1.86 cents 

Qld CANEGROWERS Fee    16.25 cents 

Sub Total                41.11 cents 

+ GST    

SPECIAL 50% 
DISCOUNT FOR 
NEW MEMBERS 

 

A 50% discount on the total 

Membership Fee is on offer for new or 

re-joining members. For the 2014/15 

year, for any new member who joins 

or re-joins CANEGROWERS they will 

receive the full benefits of being a 

member of CANEGROWERS for half 

price.   

For example the 2014/15 levy is 41.11 

cents the new member would only pay 

20.56 cents per tonne for the 2014/15 

year and this would provide full 

membership of Canegrowers Burdekin 

and CANEGROWERS Qld plus crop 

compensation cover for both Water 

and Fire. 

Terms and conditions apply.  Available for a limited time 

only.  One condition being the special 50% discount applies 

to the full levy for new members/tonnage with up to and 

including 40,000 tonnes.  For new members with tonnage 

over 40,000 a special discount will be negotiated. 

Cane Auditors for 2014 
Cane Auditors have been employed for 2014 and been placed at the various 

Mills following is a list of the cane auditors at each Mill: 

Inkerman Mill 

 

Invicta Mill 

 

Pioneer Mill 

Kalamia Mill 

Workplace Coordinator Richard Bond 

Advance Bev McDonald / Chris Mann 

Competent Ray Collinson 

Competent Kimberley Mallon 

Workplace Coordinator Marie Watson 

Advance Vicki Lewis 

Competent Richard Teitzel 

Competent John McVeigh 

Workplace Coordinator Mark Saunders 

Advance Susie Jordan 

Competent Patricia Ashworth 

Competent Rebecca Moss / Patricia Johnson 

Workplace Coordinator Geraldine Cantarella 

Advance Jane Gambino 

Competent Jeremy Kwong 

Competent Julie Trajcvska 
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QSL update 
By Carla Keith, QSL Industry Relationship Manager 

as at 23 May 2014 

This week, Cathy and I attended grower meetings in the Burdekin, Proserpine and Sarina areas where CANEGROWERS and 
QSL CEO Greg Beashel addressed growers. As many of you would be aware, Wilmar this week provided a formal notice to QSL 
to break away from the industry’s collaborative marketing approach. As you would expect, this significantly increased attendance 
numbers at subsequent grower meetings.  

Overwhelmingly, the feedback we have received is that growers want to remain with QSL; a system that was set up for the 
industry by the industry with the sole purpose of working to generate maximum value for growers and millers alike. Growers have 
told us that they are concerned with the lack of transparency and conflict of interest issues that Wilmar’s proposal creates.  

At QSL, we are confident about our future and the strong value proposition we have to offer those that remain within our system. 
We are concerned for Wilmar’s growers who, through Wilmar’s decision, will be removed from the QSL system and exposed to a 
different level of risk and profit transparency.  

We have attached the media release we distributed this week in response to Wilmar’s decision and we encourage you to visit our 
website – www.qsl.com.au – for the latest updates from QSL on this matter. We encourage growers to contact us with any 
questions.  

QSL Grower Representative Elections   

Nominations for the QSL Grower representative positions have now closed. It has been encouraging to have received such a 
good response. Everyone who has put forward a nomination will receive a letter in the mail soon outlining next steps.  
 
In four areas, we have received more nominations than positions available including in the Burdekin, Northern (South Johnstone), 
Proserpine and Mossman regions. We are now required to go to an election process in these areas. Voting forms and information 
about the election process will be made available on our website as well as through your local mill and grower organisation 
shortly. The deadline for QSL to receive voting papers is Friday 20 June 2014. In other regions, the same number of nominations 
is equal to the number of positions available.  

Once the voting has closed and the votes have been counted in the areas where an election is taking place, an announcement 
will be made declaring all elected QSL Grower Representative Members.  

QSL Elections: VOTE NOW 
The Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL) election of grower representative members is now underway with 12 nominations received.  
You should soon receive voting papers in the mail or they are available from the QSL website by clicking here. 

The candidates are listed below with those that are CANEGOWERS Burdekin members highlighted.  CBL recommends that you 

choose four of these candidates to represent you to QSL. 

Voting papers are to be received by Friday 20 June 2014, you are encouraged to return the form as soon as possible to allow for 

mailing time. 

http://www.qsl.com.au
http://www.qsl.com.au/sites/default/files/VotingPaper-Burdekin.pdf
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QSL Market Update 
By Matthew Page, Treasury 

Analyst 
 

as at 20 May 2014 

Sugar 

The first half of the fortnight saw little action in the 
Raw Sugar Market with the majority of trading 
range bound. The JUL14 contract finished up at 
17.20c/lb., only 25 cents lower than the start of the 
week. 

The interesting period arrived on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, when the market made a sharp turn 
upwards across the board with JUL14 climbing 96 
points in two sessions. The main driver appeared 
to be the release of UNICA’s production numbers 
for CS Brazil for the second half of April. The 
report posted a 25.7% decrease on the amount of 
cane processed compared with the same period 
last year and also identified a slight increase in the 
amount of sugar committed to ethanol production.   

The result was a market, starved of any real 
fundamental developments for some time, taking 
the positive sentiment and running with it. 
However, caution should be taken when 
extrapolating a short period of production output to 
provide an estimate for an entire season and duly, 
by the end of the fortnight the increase pared back 
a little with the prompt month closing the fortnight 
just under the 18 cents level. 

What the rally did tell us is that if the production 
out of Brazil does continue to soften, the market is 
ready to rise and this would be amplified further if 
the predicted El Nino event does occur. For now 
though, any attempts by the market to break 
higher will continue to be weighed down by the 
weak physical market, which continues to battle 
the remaining sugar surplus.  

Currency 

Despite the tightening of fiscal policy announced 
in the Federal Budget this week, the Australian 
dollar stubbornly remains at an uncomfortable 
level for the local sugar industry. Trading sideways 
for the majority of the fortnight the Australian dollar 
appreciated by just under 1 US cent over the 
period and opened this week at US 93.62 cents.  

The fiscal measures announced in the Budget 
came in as expected and as such had little impact 
on the currency. Local employment data provided 
a positive result, while economic data out of the 
US continues to evidence a slower recovery than 
the market would like.   

The market is likely to remain range bound at the 
92-94 cent level in the short term as participants 
wait for more robust signs of US recovery. 
Australian exporters will have to remain patient as 
a weakening of the Australian dollar is not likely to 
materialise until later this year. 

Media release 
QSL CONFIDENT ABOUT ITS 
STRONG FUTURE  

 
Queensland Sugar Limited (QSL) said today it was confident about its future 
and that of those who remain in the QSL system, regardless of Wilmar’s 
decision to remove itself and its growers from the Queensland sugar 
industry’s proven collaborative marketing system. 
 
However, QSL CEO, Greg Beashel, said he was very concerned about the 
future of Wilmar growers who, through Wilmar’s decision, will be removed 
from the QSL system and exposed to a different level of risk and profit 
transparency. 

“It is very surprising that Wilmar has provided a formal notice to QSL when 
the feedback we have received is that growers overwhelmingly reject 
Wilmar’s proposed marketing arrangement,” Mr Beashel said. 

“Our understanding is that growers have major concerns about potential 
conflicts of interest and transparency implicit in Wilmar’s commercial model – 
as opposed to QSL’s not-for-profit industry-owned model.” 

Mr Beashel said Wilmar had also given notice at a time when discussions 
seeking an industry-agreed outcome that added value and provided fairness 
for all, were still underway. 

“Everything that Wilmar is proposing can be done through QSL – with 
industry agreement – and with no conflict of interest, high levels of 
transparency and optimal returns for growers and millers alike,” Mr Beashel 
said. 

“The majority of millers and growers support QSL because it provides an 
unparalleled level of transparency and fairness for growers and millers and 
the entire sugar industry. 

“QSL has no other motivation or drivers than to maximise the pool price for its 
members.Wilmar is an international company with many different businesses 
all focused on driving shareholder profits. 

“QSL is a not-for-profit company and therefore 100% of the value we create is 
passed back to growers and millers. We have no conflict of interest and our 
motivation is to achieve the best returns for the entire Queensland sugar 
industry. 

“We hope that during the next three years, while Wilmar remains in the QSL 
system, that they will reconsider their options and work with the industry to 
come to an industry-agreed outcome that brings them back into the 
collaborative approach for the benefit of the entire sugar industry.” 

Mr Beashel said this wasn’t the first time QSL had responded to change 
within the industry. 

“We have proven time and again our ability to respond to our members’ 
changing needs, while returning the best value for growers and millers alike,” 
Mr Beashel said. 

“QSL has a long track record of consistently outperforming market 
benchmarks and in 2012/13 Financial Year, outperformed the market 
benchmark by an average of $20 per tonne IPS in QSL-managed ICE11 
pools. 

“QSL is confident about its future, as we have continually adapted to and 
thrived upon change within the industry and global markets throughout our 
long history. 

“We have a strong value proposition to offer the industry. We have sufficient 
tonnage (1.5m), robust marketing and management system, and secure and 
growing markets to continue to make a highly competitive offer to growers, 
millers and customers alike. 

“We have been in discussions with our long-term customers and thank them 
for their ongoing support. They have told us that they like our producer-seller 
model and value the level of flexibility and quality assurance we can offer.” 
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight 
on all issues affecting cane farmers  

For the week ending 20 May 2014 

Exit from 190 to 100 Edward & Ravensdown exit 
 The move of the CANEGROWERS state office to 100 Edward Street is now complete.  Even though we were back to 

‘business as usual’ by yesterday, there is still much to do in the coming months to finish the job completely.   

 A big thankyou goes to our IT team for getting the network back up in just half the time expected. We also thank Directors 

and district offices for their patience while the CANEGROWERS network was offline, during what turned out to be a dramatic 

day for CANEGROWERS.  

 When news came that Ravensdown would exit Queensland, limited access to email and telephone made the job of letting our 

directors, staff and growers know, just that more difficult.  We will be working closely on getting the best outcome possible on 

grower preferential shares as the full exit of Ravensdown is planned and staged. A working party has been put together to 

oversee this process from a CANEGROWERS perspective. We will be keeping you apprised. 

Marketing 
 We are working hard to encourage Wilmar to reverse its decision to exit QSL. 

 Amongst a wide range of activities, the Chairman has met with the federal and state governments. Minister McVeigh’s office 

advises the Minister has drafted a letter to Wilmar expressing the government’s concern and urging Wilmar to reconsider its 

decision.  

 Paul Schembri, Warren Males and I met with the Chairmen and district managers of CANEGROWERS Burdekin, Herbert 

River, Proserpine and Plane Creek to develop and agree a response to the Wilmar announcement. 

 The meeting agreed to several actions: 

o     To send a letter to Mr Kuok from the Chairmen advising that should Wilmar give QSL formal notice to exit their 

intention to take such action as determined appropriate, including: 

§  Exploring other options for growers current land under cane 

§  Lobbying government to prevent this material change from occurring 

§  Giving notice on cane supply agreements. 

o     Holding CANEGROWERS information sessions for growers in the Wilmar regions on 20, 21 and 22 May 

o     Encouraging growers to write to Wilmar to object to their NO CHOICE proposal. 

 Warren Males attended the Herbert River AGM and a critique of the Wilmar NO CHOICE marketing proposal and highlighted 

the risks and issues for growers. The AGM carried two motions unanimously: 

1.        “That growers condemn Wilmar’s unilateral decision to withdraw from QSL and thus deny growers of their 

rights.  Growers want a genuine commercial relationship that provides transparency and a real say in the marketing 

of their (Grower Economic Interest) sugar.  Growers must be able to sell their sugar through QSL.” 

2.        “That this meeting of growers resolves to indicate to our Bargaining Representative that we individually and 

collectively will not roll over the Collective Cane Supply Agreement beyond the 2016 Season unless QSL is the 

marketing agent for at least growers own economic interest sugar.” 

Electricity 
 As we move into May, CANEGROWERS is intensifying its efforts to reign in the electricity price spiral.  We have written 

directly to the Premier, the Treasurer, the Deputy Premier and Minister McArdle calling for a 33% reduction in electricity 

prices for irrigation use.  In those letters CANEGROWERS outlined concerns about the adverse impact of the price spiral and 

the further price rises that have been foreshadowed by the QCA. 

 Our work shows that as well as delivering price relief to irrigators, reducing electricity prices will NOT require government 

subsidy. 

 CANEGROWERS proposal is revenue neutral because it will stimulate electricity demand and increase network utilisation to 

deliver the same revenue to government. In contrast, the 16.3% price increase foreshadowed by QCA will see more irrigators 

turn their pumps off. The resultant drop in demand will see electricity revenue fall by $4M.  
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Support the CANEGROWERS campaign petitioning the Queensland Parliament for a 33% 
reduction to irrigation electricity tariffs. 

 The e-petition available here is easy to follow. 

 

  

On the first page click on the green 
“yes” and then you simply work your 

way through the e-petition. 

 Please encourage your family 
and friends to also log their 
support....it is vital that the 

Government understands the 
pain the current electricity 

prices are inflecting on farmers.   

CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight 
on all issues affecting cane farmers  

continued 

Trade  
 CANEGROWERS Head of Economics, Warren Males represented the industry at the next round of TPP negotiations held in 

Vietnam last week. 

Reef Trust 
 CANEGROWERS will be pursuing its Reef Trust proposal to support Smartcane BMP and sees opportunity for both 

proposals to work together. 

Paddock to Reef modelling and data 
 Modelling exercises are occurring throughout the regions to improve modelling accuracy. The approach is to model a number 

of individual farming practices rather than farming systems. CANEGROWERS Manager Environment and Natural Resources, 

Matt Kealley attended the Bundaberg modelling meeting on 9 May 2014 

 CANEGROWERS has further meetings scheduled with the modellers to better understand the model and data requirements. 

Training  
 Training through the Strategic Investment Fund project has been extended to September 2014. CANEGROWERS has 

training funding available through the program. 

 Places for Diplomas of Agriculture are still available. These can be completed through Recognised Prior Learning and this is 

supported by evidence in the Smartcane BMP. The contacts are Janice Nelson at CANEGROWERS Mackay and Deb Telford 

at CANEGROWERS Innisfail. 

Biosecurity 
 The review of the sugarcane Industry Biosecurity Plan (IBP) and the development of a Grower Biosecurity Manual (GBM) has 

been supported by SRA project funding. 

 This work will be undertaken by Plant Health Australia, SRA with support from the Sugarcane Biosecurity Working Group. 

Last days 
Closes 29/5/14 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/work-of-assembly/petitions/e-petition?PetNum=2257
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DATES TO 

REMEMBER 

Landcare Meeting, 

Tuesday 3 June, 5pm at 

BSC John Hy Peake 

Room 

Queen’s Birthday Public 

Holiday, Monday 9 June 

Burdekin Show Public 

Holiday, Wednesday 25 

June 

National Tree Day, 

Sunday 27 July, Juru 

Walk Plantation Park 

 

 

@BurdekinCANE 

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd 

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au 

The CANEGROWERS 
Burdekin App is available by 

scanning the above QR 
code 

SC
A

N
 H

ER
E 

CANEGROWERS Members 
can access a second 

(electronic only) copy of the 
magazine for free by 

emailing 
info@canegrowers.com.au  

FREE 

The Legal Guide for 
Primary Producers is 
available from the Ayr 

office. 

Drop in today to pick up 
a copy. 

Payroll & HR update  

by Tiffany Giardina 
Modern award review – annual leave Survey 

Representative employer groups including the NFF, Ai Group, the 
Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and their affiliate 
organisations are seeking to canvass the views of members 
regarding the practices in their workplace for the granting and taking 
of annual leave. 

The more employer responses received, the better the Fair Work Commission will be 
placed to understand what is really happening in the industry. This in turn will inform any 
decisions it makes as part of the modern award review. The Commission has made it clear 
that any significant changes to modern awards must be based on probative evidence which 
clearly demonstrates the facts supporting the change. 

The Employer Annual Leave Survey will take about 10 minutes, is hosted by Ai Group and 
can be accessed here. The survey responses are due by 4pm 30 May, 2014.  

https://twitter.com/burdekincane
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Canegrowers-Burdekin-Limited/365513130247968?ref=hl
http://www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au
mailto:info@canegrowers.com.au
http://www.aigroup.com.au/surveys/index.php?sid=59388&lang=en
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Pricing information 
2013 Season Advances & Payments 

as at 07 May 2014 

 

* paid 

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes 

no responsibility for its accuracy.  It only applies to growers who did not 

forward price for 2013 (the default method).  Growers who have forward 

priced for 2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected 

proceeds.  For individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the 

Wilmar website.  

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices 

as at 23 May 2014 

 

 

Estimated QSL 2013 Pool Prices 

As at 25 April 2014 

  
$/tonne IPS 

% estimated 

return 

Initial * $219   

22 August 13* $235   

26 September 13* $256   

24 October 13* $262   

21 November 13* $275   

19 December 13* $284   

23 January 14* $305 77.5% 

20 February 14* $317 82.5% 

20 March 14* $332 85.0% 

24 April 14* $341 87.5% 

22 May 14 $349 90.0% 

26 June 14 $368 95.0% 

Final Payment $388 100% 

  Gross $/Tonne IPS     

Net 

2014 Season $445 $422 

2015 Season $475 $456 

2016 Season $490 $470 

 $/Tonne IPS 

GROSS 

% Priced 

QSL Harvest Pool $391 96% 

QSL Discretionary Pool $398 100% 

QSL Actively Managed Pool $410 100% 

QSL Growth Pool $424 100% 

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool $393 100% 

QSL US Quota Pool $387 net 95% 

QSL 2013 Season Forward Pool $433 99% 

Market reports 
available for 
members 
Exclusive to CANEGROWERS members a free 

market information service is available. 

This service includes: 

 A specially commissioned fortnightly 

CANEGROWERS Market Report prepared for 

CANEGROWERS by Czarnikow Ltd. 

 The daily sugar and currency market analysis In 

the Raw, prepared by Warren Males. 

 The LMC quarterly Sugar Price Forecasting 

Service. 

For more information and to subscribe to the service 

click here. 

QSL daily market reports are available via their 

website www.qsl.com.au.  To view the daily report 

click here. 

 $/Tonne 

IPS 

GROSS 

% Priced 

QSL Harvest Pool $431 25% 

QSL Discretionary Pool $438 35% 

QSL Actively Managed 

Pool 

$438 32% 

QSL Growth Pool $438 36% 

QSL Guaranteed Floor 

Pool 

$433 100% 

QSL US Quota Pool $586 0% 

QSL 2013 Season $446 6% 

Estimated QSL 2014 Pool Prices 

As at 25 April 2014 

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This 

information is updated regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current season.   

http://www.canegrowers.com.au/page/Industry_Centre/grower-centre/Finance_tools/Forecasting_service_for_members/
http://www.qsl.com.au/sugar-prices/daily-market-report
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Send through your free job listings to 

bdk@canegrowers.com.au 

The forecast rain outlook for the next 12 months for 

Giru is represented below.  To see the latest 

forecast for your postcode click here.   

 

The weather tool provides a seven day forecast for 

your desired postcode along with a 12 month rainfall 

outlook, SOI information and sea surface 

temperatures. 

CANEGROWERS weather update 

 Work Wanted 

Forklift licence,  

warehousing, production experience 

Ph 0432 096 722 

TECHCLINIC 
“For Queensland to develop international best practice in the 

management of agricultural plastic waste”.   

 

The Department of State Development, Infrastructure & 

Planning are holding a TECHCLINIC on 

Thursday 12 June 

CANEGROWERS Hall, Home Hill 

A TECHCLINIC  is designed to address a complex industry 

issue by bring together a group of between 20 to 40 people 

who are representative of the whole supply chain.  The goal is 

to innovatively come to a solution that is commercially viable. 

If you are interested in being part of the TECHCLINIC or if you 

wish to put forward your thoughts please  

contact Debra on 0417 709 435. 

 Work Wanted 

Picking, gardening, cleaning & 

maintenance experience 

Ph 0413 301 598 

http://www.canegrowers.com.au/f/Weather/
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2014–15 Federal Budget: What’s in it for farmers?  
The NFF believe Tuesday’s Federal Budget has largely delivered on the government’s election 
commitments to agriculture, including an extra $100 million towards agricultural research and 
development. Ahead of the Budget, the NFF sought a fiscally-responsible approach from the 
Government that did not undermine agriculture’s ability to continue its significant contribution to the 
Australian economy.  

The NFF called for an effective and responsive partnership with the Government across a range of 
key portfolios, including trade and market access, biosecurity, drought relief, natural resource 
management, R&D and further development of agriculture’s vast potential. This week’s Update is a 
breakdown of some of the main points affecting agriculture in this year’s Federal Budget.  

Drought Package 
The Government has honoured its commitment to support farmers, families and communities hit by 
the current drought, by providing a $320 million drought package in the 2014–15 Federal Budget.  

The drought package announced in Tuesday’s Budget includes more generous criteria for income 
support under the Interim Farm Household Allowance; an amended asset test for the Farm 
Household Allowance; $280 million over two years for concessional loans to eligible farm businesses 
affected by drought; up to $12 million added to emergency water infrastructure schemes; up to $10 
million to assist with pest management in drought-affected areas and; up to $10.7 million to help 
increase access to social and mental health services in drought-affected communities.  

Fuel Excise & Infrastructure Commitments 
The Government intends to reintroduce biannual indexation by CPI of excise and excise-equivalent 
customs due for fuel (except aviation fuels). The Government delivered on the NFF’s call for the 
diesel fuel rebate to be indexed in line with the excise increase. A move welcomed by the NFF and 
members.  

The increase in excise is expected to raise over $2.2 billion over the forward estimates period, and 
has been tipped for building new roads, and upgrading existing road infrastructure. The NFF would 
like to see this commitment to benefit all Australians, not just those in high traffic/urban areas, and go 
particularly towards the renewal of ageing or inefficient infrastructure in rural and regional areas.  

Research & Development  
The NFF has welcomed the Federal Government’s commitment to provide $100 million in new 
funding for rural research and development—targeted specifically towards innovation in the 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry sectors. In the lead up to the Budget, the NFF and members 
called on the government to maintain its commitment to R&D funding, instilling that there is a strong 
link between R&D and increased productivity of the agriculture sector.  

Unfortunately, there will be a reduction in the funding to the Rural Industries Research and 
Development Corporation of $11.0 million over four years from  
2014–15. In addition, the government will also reduce funding for Cooperative Research Centres 
(CRCs) by $80 million over the next four years. The 17th CRC Program selection will round will not 
proceed, but applications from existing CRCs seeking an extension of funding will be considered 
separately.  

Trade 
Trade and market access remains a key priority for Australian agriculture. This year, the government 
has allocated $15 million in funding over the next four years to deal with the cost of export fees and 
charges. Minister Joyce outlined that small exporters in the meat, dairy, fish, horticulture and grain 
industries may be eligible for a rebate. The rebate will be available in 2014–15, and will cover 50 per 
cent of export registration charges up to a maximum of $5000. The NFF has welcomed the 
government’s commitment to support small exporters, and help them remain competitive and 
profitable internationally.  

Biosecurity 
Australia is set to receive a ‘biosecurity flying squad’ as part of the government’s $20 million Budget 
allocation towards improving the country’s preparedness for deadly disease outbreaks. Supposedly, 
the squadron will include biosecurity experts, develop and expand vaccine stores, introduce rapid 
response teams, and foremost, bring together national and international experts to respond to 
incursions.  

QFF & 
NFF 

Updates 

CANEGROWERS 

is an active 

member of 

National Farmers’ 

Federation (NFF) 

and Queensland 

Farmers 

Federation 

(QFF) , a 

partnership 

through which we 

have been able to 

concentrate and 

leverage 

influence in areas 

of importance to 

the cane 

industry.  As part 

of a range of 

services, NFF & 

QFF provides a 

range of 

information, 

including weekly 

cross-commodity 

updates.   
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AgVet Chemicals  
The Government has pledged $8 million to improve access to AgVet Chemicals, to fund a minor-use and specialty crops program. 
The minor-use program is said to increase productivity, enable further environmentally-friendly pest-management practices, and 
increase access to target-specific chemicals.  

Landcare 
The NFF was disappointed to see that funding to the 25-year-old Landcare scheme had been slashed in this year’s Budget. The 
cuts will effectively halve the scheme’s funds from $2 billion to $1 billion over the next five years. In its place, the Government will 
establish the ‘Green Army Programme’, a 15,000 strong workforce (aged from 17–24) that will work on environmental and 
heritage conservation fields, and allow them to further their careers in conservation management. The Green Army Programme’s 
effectiveness is yet to be assessed by industry.     

The Environmental Stewardship Programme will also be abolished.             

Landcare has released a public statement on the cuts, firstly to outline its disappointment, but secondly, to reaffirm its 
determination to ensure Landcare remains relevant, resilient and strong into the future. 

Water  
The NFF has welcomed the government’s commitment to introduce a cap of 1500GL on the volume of Commonwealth water 
buybacks in the Murray Darling Basin. On a negative note, the NFF is disappointed to see the National Water Commission 
abolished. However, the NFF have expressed interest in working with Government to ensure the Commission’s role in overseeing 
water reform is delivered by another appropriate, independent authority in the future.  

‘Root and Branch’ review: Competition Policy 
In 2013, the Government released the competition review which will examine not only the current laws, but the broader 
competition framework. The review is set to increase productivity and efficiency in markets, drive benefits to ease cost of living 
pressures and raise living standards of Australians. The NFF will engage in the Government’s root-and-branch review of 
competition legislation, to raise specific areas of concern, and seek to ensure the implementation of the Agricultural 
Competitiveness White Paper is consistent with any amendments to competition legislation.  

Members are invited to make comment. Please contact NFF General Manager of Policy Tony Mahar on 02 6269 5666 or 
tmahar@nff.org.au for more information.   

For comment: Emissions Reduction Fund exposure draft 
legislation 
The Australian Government has released exposure draft legislation for the implementation of the Emissions Reduction Fund for 
public comment. The Carbon Credits (Carbon Farming Initiative) Amendment Bill 2014 will extend the coverage of the Carbon 
Farming Initiative to enable crediting of emissions reductions across the economy. 

The Emissions Reduction Fund exposure draft legislation is available here. The consultation period will be open until 23 May 
2014. The NFF will be preparing a response, and any questions or feedback should be directed to Jack Knowles.  

Review of Water Act 2007 
Parliamentary Secretary for the Environment, Senator Simon Birmingham, has announced the full terms of reference and 
members of the independent panel for the review of the Commonwealth Water Act 2007. This will be chaired by Mr Eamonn 
Moran PSM QC as Chair, supported by Mr Peter Anderson and Dr Steve Morton. More information can be found here.   

The panel is expected to call for public submissions shortly, and is anticipated to report back to the Parliamentary Secretary by 
November 2014. Any questions should be directed to Jack Knowles. 

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 
amendments 
On Wednesday morning, Environment Minister Greg Hunt, tabled amendments to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act (EPBC Act) in the House of Representatives. There are two bills: The EPBC Amendment (Bilateral Agreement 
Implementation) Bill 2014 and the EPBC Amendment (Cost Recovery) Bill 2014.  

mailto:tmahar@nff.org.au
http://www.environment.gov.au/emissions-reduction-fund
mailto:jknowles@nff.org.au
http://www.environment.gov.au/minister/birmingham/2014/mr20140512.html?utm_source=mins&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=feed
mailto:%20jknowles@nff.org.au
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HEAD OFFICE 

141 Young Street, Ayr 

Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm   

bdk@canegrowers.com.au 

Fri:  9am - 3pm                                                                                                    

4790 3600  

PROJECT 

& TRAINING 

CENTRE  

CANEGROWERS Hall,  

68 Tenth Street, Home Hill 

Office Open By Appointment  

4782 1922 

Debra Burden Regional Manager 0417 709 435 

4790 3603 

Wayne Smith Manager: Member Services 0428 834 802 

4790 3604 

Gary Halliday SmartCane BMP Facilitator 0438 747 596 

Michelle Andrews Manager: Finance & Admin 4790 3602 

Tiffany Giardina Payroll & Administration 4790 3601 

Martine Bengoa Insurance Consultant 4790 3605 

Email address:  firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au 

DIRECTORS  

Phil Marano 

Chair 

marano@bigpond.com 0404 004 371 

David Lando 

Deputy Chair 

david@landoandsons.com.au 0417 770 345 

Russell Jordan jorfar@exemail.com.au 0427 768 479 

Owen Menkens owen_menkens@hotmail.com 0409 480 179 

Steven Pilla mpbella@bigpond.com.au 0417 071 861 

Roger Piva rogerdpiva@gmail.com 0429 483 815 

Sib Torrisi sibbyt58@bigpond.com 0429 827 196 

Arthur Woods artywoods1@bigpond.com 0415 961 945 
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appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole 

responsibility and risk associated with the use and results 

of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you 

agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage 

whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of, 

or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We 

recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any 

information provided in this newsletter. 

 

CANEGROWERS’ leadership has earned the 

respect of community, industry and 

government for its persistence and 

professionalism.  The Burdekin’s local and 

regional leadership is complemented  by 

CANEGROWERS’ leadership at national and 

international levels. 

Do you know of any stories that should be in 

canenews? 

Contact us today with the details 


